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What better way to stay in the know about the Atlanta Hawks then to follow along with the voice of the Hawks, 

Bob Rathbun.

Hawks' Teague Must Step Up in Hinrich's 

Absense
 
May 2, 2011, 2:32 pm 

Well, Hawks fans, it’s time for Game One against the Bulls.

And the Kirk Hinrich/Jeff Teague story continues to dominate the local scene.

At the end of the Hawks clinching game against the Orlando Magic, Hinrich, the team’s starting point 

guard, stepped on Dwight Howard’s foot and in the ensuing tumble, severely strained his right hamstring. 

Kirk is listed as doubtful for the entire series, expected to stretch out over two weeks if it goes the limit.

His loss is huge. Hinrich’s ability to defend at the point of attack was crucial in the series win over the 

Magic. Hinrich really made life difficult for Orlando’s Jameer Nelson. He basically shut Nelson down after 

his Game 2 explosion.

And Hinrich was expected to matchup with Chicago’s Derrick Rose in this series. The Hawks were hoping 

that Hinrich would play the series with a bit of a chip on his shoulder. After his great work in Chicago, the 

Bulls kicked him to the curb last summer in a salary-dump trade to Washington.

Alas, all of that fell by the wayside when Kirk was injured.

Now, coach Larry Drew turns to Teague, the second-year man from Wake Forest. His career of two years 

has been spent mainly on the Atlanta bench.

Veteran Hawk observers have seen Teague in fits and starts, dazzled by his quickness and nose for ball, 

and bewildered by his inconsistency and sometimes carefree attitude.

Teague must step up in this series.

He will not be asked to do anything he cannot do. Teague’s to-do list tonight at the United Center includes, 

but is not limited to the following: pressure the basketball, and that means Derrick Rose; get the Hawks 

into their offense; and do not take bad shots.

All three items are in Teague’s control.

It’s a heck of a spot to put a young player in, especially one with the limited success that Teague has. But 

the playoffs move on. And the Hawks have more than enough to give Chicago all they can handle. It is a 

matter of overcoming a key injury and letting the understudy appear in the starring role. 
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BRAVES FS SOUTH

Smoltz misses nationwide cut by 27 

strokes

Conrad has big hit, Braves beat Cards 

6-5

Beachy's outing spoiled by Cardinals 

late

Braves can't hold on after 11, lose to 

Cards

Lowe accused of racing car before DUI 

arrest

Braves reserve judgment on McDowell 

Hanson dominates as Braves beat 

Padres 7-0

Jurrjens pitches complete game, 

Braves beat Padres 8-2

Braves lose on walk-off in 13th

Braves complete sweep, beat Giants in 

10

Predictions for 2011?

How do you think the Braves will do this season?
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Photo Gallery: NBA Playoffs: Hawks vs Magic 

The Hawks travel back to Orlando for Game 5 of the Hawks 

vs Magic, Round 1 playoff series.  

The Hawks Upset the Magic to Advance to 

the Second Round
 
April 29, 2011, 2:43 pm 

Moving On

They did it.

It went right to the wire...again! But they did it. 

The Atlanta Hawks did something last night that very few thought they could do two weeks ago.  They 

defeated the Orlando Magic, 84-81, to win their best of seven series in six games. Prior to each and every 

game in the series, the Las Vegas oddsmakers installed the Magic as the favorite to win every game, even 

the three played in Atlanta.

Yet it was the Hawks who took home court advantage away from the Magic in Game One, and then held 

serve winning three pulsating games at the Highlight Factory to maintain that advantage.

The reasons for the upset win were many: coach Larry Drew's excellent defensive game plan that saw the 

Hawks guard Orlando's Dwight Howard with single coverage; the Hawks defending the Magic's deadly 

three-point shooters; Jamal Crawford with deadeye shooting; and the Hawks ability to close out and win 

close games at home.

Now it's on to Chicago for Monday's first game in the Eastern Conference semi-finals. the Hawks will more 

than likely be without starting point guard Kirk Hinrich, who strained his right hamstring late in last 

night's game. the injury will clearly put the pressure on Jeff Teague, who must use his quickness to stay 

with the Bulls Derrick Rose.

BUt let's save that discussion for the weekend. Today, let's just exhale and savor a hard fought series win.

The Hawks made us all proud last night with their hustle and determination. Let's celebrate that and 

congratulate them for a job well done.

And a big thank you, Hawks fans, for your unwavering and faithful support of the team and our telecasts. 

We cannot continue on the air, but we will be here with the team every step of the way for the Chicago 

series. Thank you for being such great fans. it's an honor and a privilege to be our network's Voice of the 

Hawks.

See you here for playoff updates and next weekend for Games 3 and 4 at Philips Arena!
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Hawks as Underdogs
 
April 26, 2011, 3:01 pm 

ORLANDO---They’ve won 

twice in this building.

They’ve won six of the last 

seven games between the two 

teams.

They’ve built double-digit 

leads in all four games of this 

series.

They hold a commanding 3-

games-to-1 lead.

And yet, the Hawks are once 

again underdogs tonight as 

they prepare to close out the 

Orlando Magic in their first 

round, Eastern Conference 

series.

True enough, the fourth game is always the hardest to win, especially on the road. Only the Boston Celtics 

have been able to do it so far in this year’s NBA Playoffs.

Here’s hoping the Hawks can match the crowd’s intensity and the anticipated desperation from the Magic. 

The Hawks are on the verge of doing something that has never been done in Atlanta’s NBA history.

During the regular season, the Hawks won eight fewer games than the Magic (52-44). Only once in a best 

of seven series, have the Hawks prevailed over a team in the playoffs with more regular season wins. It was 

the 1957-58 St. Louis Hawks, and it came over the Boston Celtics in the 1958 NBA Finals.
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COMMUNITY POLL

 : World Series bound!

 : NLCS but needs one more piece

 : First round of the playoffs

 : Needs a few more pieces to contend

Vote  
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Twice in Atlanta history, the Hawks have done it: in a best of three over Houston in 1979 and the most 

recent case, 1996 over Indiana in an opening round best-of-five.

After the humiliation that the Hawks suffered at the expense of the Magic last season, payback in their 

brand new building would be sweet indeed.

See you tonight on SportSouth. Our coverage begins with Hawks Live! at 7 pm.
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A momentum shift in Atlanta
 
April 23, 2011, 3:38 pm 

As wonderful as the Hawks 

Game Three win over 

Orlando was Friday night, 

there was no time to 

celebrate today. 

 

As the Hawks reported for 

duty Saturday morning, all 

thoughts were on taking 

Game Four Sunday night, to 

put the pressure squarely on 

the Magic. 

 

“This is now the big game,” 

Jamal Crawford told me after 

practice. “Last night was 

pivotal, but tomorrow is now 

the big one.” 

 

Couldn’t agree more. 

 

When the players left 

practice, they didn’t know, 

but presumed, that both Zaza Pachulia and Jason Richardson would be suspended for Sunday’s game 

(6:30pm on SportSouth). 

 

Later Saturday afternoon, the word came down that each would be suspended for one game. 

 

So, which team is hurt more? 

 

Read more...
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Is Crawford the key?
 
April 22, 2011, 1:32 pm 

Looking for the key guy for the Hawks tonight against the Magic? Joe Johnson? Al Horford? 

 

Perhaps it is Jamal Crawford. 

 

Jamal has been a scoring machine off the bench for the Hawks in the first two games against the Magic. He 

went for 23 points in Game One, and followed that with a 25-point effort in Game Two. 

 

Based on per game average, Jamal is the leading bench scorer (24.0) in the NBA Playoffs through last 

night’s games. 

 

Jamal waited a LONG time to taste the post-season. 

 

Read more...
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Hard To Believe in Magic
 
April 19, 2011, 10:29 am 

ORLANDO---Despite the fact that the Orlando Magic is once again heavily favored to win tonight's Game 2 

against the Hawks, the local media down here would have you believe the home team is a decided 

underdog.

My, how one game can change perception.

Today's headline: It's Hard to Believe in the Magic.

What the Hawks did was take a page out of successful teams in the past versus Orlando's Dwight Howard: 

guard him with one man, primarily, with little help and cover the three-point shooters.

I guess it is news because of the Hawks' refusal to do that in last year's playoff series.

But give coach Larry Drew credit for sticking by his guns. He demanded that the Hawks re-sign center 

Jason Collins after last season, with an eye on just these type of playoff matchups.

Collins is a very skilled post defender. His ability to frustrate Howard has been a major key to this series, 

and the Hawks' success against the Magic this season (four wins in five games).

And, if you haven’t noticed, Collins has really gotten under Dwight's skin.

Funny, how the Orlando big man can dish out the punishment, but has a hard time taking it.

And if you take away the Magic's ability to shoot uncontested three's, the results are predictable: Howard 

will get his and Orlando will end up losing.

Hey, when a man gets 31 points in a half in a playoff game, that can be a crushing blow to the basketball 

ego.

But Coach Drew refused to change.

He did what you have to do when you believe in your system: look at the scoreboard and not at the stat 

sheet.

The Hawks will employ the same strategy with a few minor tweaks, for tonight's Game 2.

And after just one game, there are a lot of folks now believing in the Hawks.

Don't forget, tonight's game is on Fox Sports South. Hawks LIVE! gets our evening underway at 7pm ET.

See you on TV!
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